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Our innovation ensures your transformation. Middleby will have a different look for the 2019 National 
Restaurant Show held May 18-21 at McCormick Place in Chicago.  

The Middleby brands are still in the familiar space where they have been for decades, at the front of the 
show, booths 4200 and 4212 and also 3412. This year instead of a space arrangement by individual brands, our 
visitors will get to experience foodservice concept solutions. Our leading technologies will be displayed in the 
following concepts: casual dining,  two concepts of burger bar ventless applications, delivery, soup, grocery, 
bar, convenience store, bakery and fi ne dining. 

Another highlight will be our robotics area in booth 4212 featuring the L2F CORI Robotics System in both prep 
to cook and cook to prep applications. Middleby will also be demonstrating Middleby Connect, its IoT Cloud 
solution, to further demonstrate the benefi ts of a connected Middleby kitchen. With Middleby Connect, 
foodservice operators can perform data-driven analysis, monitor equipment health, and distribute recipes 
on a global scale.  

We have areas dedicated to Combi, and our Crown Steam Group and of course Viking for your residential 
kitchen always catches everyone’s eye.  

Whew! There is a lot to see in concepts, robotics, IoT and product. And don’t forget the best part of being at the 
Middleby booth, our awesome people. We can’t wait to see you and serve you at the 100th National Restaurant 
Association Show.   

A NEW Look for Middleby at NRA 2019

Robots to Highlight Middleby NAFEM booth
Middleby will have an automated food court concept that is sure to 
generate a lot of discussion about the benefi ts of automation. Two 
“Islands of automation”, called Robo Joe’s and Limbo Cats, will be on-site 
in booth 1212 to demonstrate how robots and automation can deliver 
an incredible dining experience.

We continue to look forward with future solutions as our industry evolves.

       WHAT’S      COOKING WITH
                     MIDDLEBY

Robots to Highlight Middleby NRA booth
Middleby will have an automated food court concept that is sure to 
generate a lot of discussion about the benefi ts of automation. Two 
“Islands of automation”, serving pizza and tacos, will be on-site to 
demonstrate how robots and automation can deliver 
an incredible dining experience.

We continue to look forward with future solutions as our industry evolves.
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Earlier this year Middleby launched Crown Steam 

Group and all of the products and brands can be 

seen in booth 3412 at the Restaurant Show. As many 

know the name, Crown Foodservice Equipment has 

been a backbone of steam cooking systems in the 

foodservice industry for a very long time.  Also part 

of the group is the unique and high-quality Mar-

ket Forge Brand and the innovation of Firex. Today 

there is no other steam company that spans the 

depth of offerings available from a single source as 

exists with the Crown Steam Group.  

The Combination oven (combi) is becoming a more 

prominent piece of equipment in a restaurant. More 

industry experts, in both fast food and fi ne dining, 

are noticing the menu versatility that can come 

from one piece of equipment as combis can provide 

fl exibility in menu offerings and offer unlimited 

menu development. The biggest feature that sets 

Middleby Combi and Steam Offerings in booth 3412

Blodgett and Hounö apart from other combi oven 

brands is their hybrid steam system as well as the 

Hoodini™ ventless system that has no consumables 

and no product limitations. Also look for Boiler 

based combis and the IoT connectivity of the ovens. 
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COOKTEK
SinAqua™ Souper™
Induction warmer eliminates the use 
of water without compromising food 
quality. The highly-stylized “soup 

well” holds a variety of food items and can also 
rethermalize food. 

PITCO
ROV Rack Fryer
Offers high production frying 
on racks with a 13% reduc-
tion in oil volume. Tray hooks 
make loading and unloading 
the racks easy. Includes a lift 

assist system with fi ve slot rack holder and 
auto top off and push-button frypot oil 
replenishment. 

Middleby Innovations at NRA
TURBOCHEF
Tempo Ice Machine
A compact, 15” wide icemaker that 
produces an industry leading 90 lb of 
ice per day. The unit has 30 lb storage 
capacity and an exclusive integrat-

ed drain pump with a fast, semi-automatic cleaning 
process. 

DOYON
FPR3 Pizza Oven
Small and powerful. It can 
quickly bake three 18” pizzas 
at a time. A new and improved 

stackable design has touch screen control and 
ventless technology eliminating the need for an 
exhaust hood. 

JOETAP
Barista Nitro Cold Brew Coffee Dispenser
Has a built-in nitrogen generator and uses 
a post-mix coffee concentrate and water. 
Ideal for consistent high-volume sales, 
it lets the operator customize their cold 
brew coffee blend.

TAYLOR COMPANY
Slim7 Series
With great performance in a smaller 
footprint the Slim7 soft serve freezer 
can meet high demand with a proven 
heat treatment system, all while 

delivering fl avor versatility. 

CROWN/FIREX
Cucimix
Take the labor out of the 
production of large volume 
products and increase 
the consistency with a 

fully-automated steam cooking unit with 
automated controlled stirring and heating 
through customized programming. EVO

EVent
The Evo EVent® ventless griddle is 
a high-effi ciency electric griddle 

with a ventilation system that extracts air across 
the griddle surface that removes smoke and grease 
particulates before exhausting clean air. 

with a ventilation system that extracts air across 

TURBOCHEF
ECO ST 
The latest small footprint high power 
machine from TurboChef is designed 
to fi t narrow spaces and shallow 
countertops, 14” wide by 22” deep. 
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Automatic Bar Controls, Inc., a division of the 

Middleby Corporation, has named industry veteran 

Wayne Froehlich as General 

Manager. Froehlich will oversee 

the Automatic Bar Control bever-

age brands Wunder-Bar, JoeTap, 

Starline, and Bloomfi eld. Bringing 

more than 35 years of industry experience to this 

newly-created position, Froehlich will oversee and 

direct the day-to-day engineering, manufacturing, 

supply chain, accounting, customer service and 

human resources operations for the brands under 

his leadership. 

The Middleby Corporation recently

announced the promotion and 

appointment of Meghan Daro to 

the newly-created position of Vice 

President of Consultant Services. 

She moves to her new corporate position from 

Follett Ice. Ms. Daro will be responsible for building 

Who to See at the Show
and developing relationships within the consultant 

community on behalf of Middleby and all its

operating companies.

The Taylor Company recently 

announced the promotion of 

industry veteran Kelly Mc Williams

to Global Vice President of Sales 

and Marketing. Since her arrival 

in 2015, Kelly has been a strong and enthusiastic 

leader of the sales team for the Americas. Her 

commitment to customer and distributor 

relationships refl ects a passion for driving sales 

growth across all foodservice industry segments.

Also at Taylor, Greg Pryal was 

recently named Director of Sales-

North America. With more than 

20 years of experience in the 

foodservice industry, he has 

provided Taylor and their distributor network pointed 

strategies and solutions to grow sales and retain 

high customer satisfaction. 

Meet Our Special Guests
Middleby welcomes many special guests to the booth! At the entrance of the show 

and booth 4200, attendees Middleby will be redefi ning food prep “theater” with Are-

pas – a live band that serves and plays at the same time. 

“No Soup For You” is a phrase everyone still knows from Seinfeld, and the Soupman 

Larry Thomas will be…you guessed it… by the Middleby induction soup-holding line. 

Daniel Carcillo of the 2013 and 2015 Stanley Cup winning Chicago 

Blackhawks will be on hand to sign Middleby pucks. 

And don’t miss hanging out in our bar area are happily-married Stephanie and AJ 

from the most recent season of Married at First Sight.

Chef to the stars Jaime Laurita and Kitchen Chat host Margaret McSweeney will be on 

hand as well interviewing top chefs attending the show and showing you the latest 

from Viking and Middleby Residential in booth 3412.

Daniel Carcillo

AJ and Stephanie from 
Married at First Sight
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The Middleby Convenience Store in booth 4212 
segment will showcase 15 Middleby brands and 
feature live demos of the various types of in-store 
offerings.  

Here are a few highlights of what visitors will fi nd in 
the our convenience store:

Beverages. Beverages continue to be a hot topic 
and are a big part of the booth. We will be 
showcasing traditional carafes, espresso, bean-
to-cup and nitro coffee service equipment, along 
with tea, lemonade and frozen beverage options. 
Middleby covers the spectrum for beverage 
equipment options.

Merchandising. All options of merchandising will 
be displayed in Hot, Cold, Countertop, Drop In and 
in varying styles for varying products like pizza, 
cookies, wings and whole chickens. Hot take-home 
meals are popular right now, with convenience 
stores being a one-stop-shop on the way home 
from work.

Cooking Demos. The booth will be the go-to place 
for live demos, including bacon and whole chickens 
cooked in the Blodgett Hoodini, street tacos using 
the tacos with ingredients held in the APW Drop In 
Cold Pan and the EVO 29” Portable Centric CookTop, 
and pizza and wings in the versatile TurboChef 
family of ovens, the Double Batch, Bullet and Eco.

Unique solutions. Some of the unique highlights 
and buzz activities in the booth: Ventless, small 
footprint, reduced labor, spectacular presentation 
to increase sales. Improve the sightlines across 
your store, by dropping our products into our 
counters.  Decrease contamination concerns with 
our multi-stage, connected control systems, 
reduced product contact and ice transport. Reduce 
power requirements, and reduce the number of 
service calls with our innovative designs and top 
notch parts and service programs.

Our Convenience Store is on the Floor!

Brands on display include:

EVO –Centric
A small footprint, 120V unit with dual zone holding 
and cooking surfaces in one surface. It is surrounded 
by an integrated drip tray, and is portable. For the 
show it is built into its own storage cart to show 
versatility.

Joe Tap
Nitro and fl at Coffee and Teas are all the rage. Joe 
Tap saves dispensing space and give the end user 
an experience of tapping their own fresh beverages. 
Remote systems will be shown to ease store 
design concerns.

BKI
Merchandising at its best! On display will be 
both open and closed style merchandisers from 
BKI to support different operational displays for 
store designs.

Taylor
Ice Cream and Frozen Beverages is Taylor’s 
specialty and they offer a Heat Treated model that 
is reducing the amount of labor needed to clean 
– from daily cleanings reduced to every 28 days. 
Always refer to local codes for fi nal approval, 
however this is a huge labor and money saver 
for the convenience store market.

Perfect Fry
Contained ventless frying system to batch cook 
individual meals like chicken fi ngers and fries safely 
and effi ciently.

This concept is sure to be the talk of the show! 


